Mass-Conserving Downscaling of Climate Model Precipitation Over Mountainous Terrain for Water Resource Applications
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Abstract A mass-conserving method to downscale precipitation from global climate models (GCMs) using sub-grid-scale topography and modeled 700-mb wind direction is presented. Runoff is simulated using a stand-alone hydrological model, with this and several other methods as inputs, and compared to runoff simulated using historical observations over the western contiguous United States. Results suggest the mitigation of grid-scale biases is more critical than downscaling for some regions with large wet biases (e.g., the Great Basin and Upper Colorado). In other regions (e.g., the Pacific Northwest) the new method produces more realistic sub-grid-scale variability in runoff compared to unadjusted GCM output and a simpler downscaling method. The presented method also brings the runoff centroid timing closer to that simulated with observations for all subregions examined.

Plain Language Summary Due to limitations in computing power which necessitates coarse spatial resolution, climate models do not include many details on mountains and their impact on precipitation. For this reason, it is difficult to estimate the impact of climate change on the availability of water for human consumption in places like the western United States, where mountain snowpack is an important source of water. This paper presents a way to adjust precipitation estimates from climate models by using some simple statistics about nearby mountains and valleys. The adjusted precipitation is then used in a hydrologic model to calculate the runoff that is simulated with different precipitation inputs. Results show that in most cases, the precipitation adjustment improves estimates of the resultant runoff relative to simulations with observed precipitation. The main exceptions are in very dry areas where the climate model produces far too much precipitation. With further work, the proposed adjustment may be integrated into the climate model itself to make it easier for those managing water resources (e.g., controlling reservoir levels) to use the model output to plan and adapt to climate change.

1. Introduction

A 2°C increase in global mean temperature is expected to cause important changes in the water cycle for over half of the world's population (Sedláček & Knutti, 2014). Global climate models (GCMs) can be used to inform long-term water resource planning, but their accuracy is hindered by their coarse resolution (e.g., Ekström et al., 2018; Null et al., 2010) and biases in their mean state and sensitivities (Lehner et al., 2019). This is especially true for mountainous regions and downstream lowlands which depend on the seasonal melting of snowpack. While the demand for water in these areas is expected to increase in coming decades, the amount of water stored in snowpack is expected to decrease due to climate change (Viviroli et al., 2006, 2011, 2020).

The severity of these climate-change-driven water cycle changes are highly uncertain since mountainous terrain is not well resolved by the roughly 100-km grid spacing of GCMs, especially since minimum skillful scale of a GCM is greater than the actual grid box size (e.g., Takayabu et al., 2016). The relevant hydrometeorological processes are better captured by higher-resolution simulations, but such simulations are too computationally expensive to run globally for centuries (e.g., Chan et al., 2012; Prein et al., 2013, 2015). Many statistical methods for downscaling precipitation from GCMs exist that are computationally efficient (e.g., Gutmann et al., 2022; Maurer & Hidalgo, 2008; Pierce et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2004), but these methods are often tuned to small regions or individual grid-cells and are not necessarily applicable to data-sparse regions. Furthermore, these methods are not mass-conserving, which means they cannot be coupled with the GCM to provide feedback to the model and adapt to climate change.
the model. In this paper we develop a generalizable downscaling technique that is computationally inexpensive, mass-conserving, and may be coupled with sub-grid-scale land components of GCMs.

The enhancement and reduction of precipitation on windward and leeward slopes, respectively, has been described quantitatively since the 1970s (e.g., Collier, 1975; Hobbs et al., 1973; Smith & Barstad, 2004). Our method captures these orographic effects by using the GCM-modeled 700-mb wind direction and upwind topography information. Wind direction has previously been used to downscale precipitation over mountainous terrain on a regional scale (e.g., Salathé Jr, 2003; Schipper et al., 2011) and wind speed on a continental scale (Ghan & Shippert, 2006; Tesfa et al., 2020). We expand upon previous work to disaggregate daily minimum and maximum temperature (TMin and TMax) and daily precipitation (P) using sub-grid-scale topographical features. We focus on the western contiguous United States because of the complex terrain, large variety of climates across the region, and availability of historical TMin, TMax, and P temperature observations (Livneh et al., 2013). We apply our method to TMin, TMax, and P from the Community Earth System Model v.2 (CESM2, Danabasoglu et al., 2020) and estimate the impact on runoff using the Variable Infiltration Capacity hydrological model (VIC, Liang et al., 1994).

Using VIC we compare simulated total annual runoff and the seasonal timing of that runoff for subregions of the western United States. The total annual runoff is necessary for balancing the overall water budget of a region, and the timing of that runoff has a large impact on flood risk, reservoir management, and hydropower availability. For example, snowmelt is expected to produce earlier peak runoff in much of the western United States, meaning more water will need to be stored in reservoirs to remain usable in summer and autumn when agricultural demands are highest (e.g., Barnett et al., 2005; Li et al., 2017).

The focus of this paper is a downscaling method which considers the elevation both at the grid point of interest and upwind of that grid point. To quantify the value of this “Full” adjustment on modeled runoff we use VIC to simulate runoff using TMin, TMax, and P from:

- Observations (“Livneh”);
- CESM2 with no adjustments (“Raw”);
- CESM2 with a mass-conserving adjustment based on elevation at a given grid point (“Elev”);
- CESM2 with a mass-conserving adjustment based on elevation and wind (“Full”); and
- CESM2 with a non-mass-conserving downscaling and seasonal bias-correction technique (“Full-BC”).

These runs allow us to quantify the impact of the gridpoint elevation adjustment alone, the upwind topography terms included in the Full adjustment, and the Full adjustment if seasonal grid-scale biases in the CESM2 are corrected. Comparisons between these simulations reveal the relative importance of large-scale bias correction and spatial downscaling to the utility of GCM output.

2. Data

2.1. Historical Observations

The Livneh et al. (2013) data set is a gridded product (1/16th degree) created from the interpolated daily observations with adjustments for climatological and topographic effects. The data set is hereafter referred to as the Livneh data set.

2.2. Global Climate Model Output

The downscaling and bias correction techniques are applied to output from the CESM2 Large Ensemble Project (Danabasoglu et al., 2020; Rodgers et al., 2021). Ensemble members differ only in the initialization year (between 1001 and 1231), and small perturbations (order 10^{-14} K) made to the initial atmospheric potential temperature field (Rodgers et al., 2021), which is subject to historical forcing (1850–2014). Historical output from ensemble members 1–10 were compared to Livneh to derive coefficients for the adjustments described in Section 3. Those adjustments were then applied to TMin, TMax, and P historical output of ensemble member 11 for an independent sample. All results shown are for ensemble member 11 alone. While the adjustments are applied to daily CESM2 output, the evaluation of them (Section 4) relies on the comparison of statistics averaged over 30 years since GCMs are not designed to reproduce the chronology of historical events on shorter timescales.
3. Methods

Results focus on the contiguous United States (CONUS), West of the continental divide (bounded by 125°–105°W and 30°–50°N). Figure 1a shows the 1/16th-degree elevation of the domain. All results are also presented with respect to the hydrological water year, which runs from 1 October to 30 September, to ensure seasonally related maximum precipitation, streamflow, and snowmelt periods are grouped together. Black outlines in Figure 1 indicate 3 regions from the USGS Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) level 2, and blue outlines indicate 5 smaller regions which are HUC levels 8 or 12 (Seaber et al., 1987). The modeled runoff from these regions is examined in Section 4. The HUC2 regions cover the major western basins, and are used to illustrate the effect of downscaling and bias correction at scales resolved by GCMs. The California HUC2 region is omitted because CESM2-Raw runoff already compared well to Livneh and the Full adjustment made only minor improvements (not shown). The Lower Colorado region is omitted since most of its streamflow originates in the Upper Colorado region. The smaller HUC8/12 basins are large enough to span multiple grid cells in CESM2, but small enough to illustrate the effect of local downscaling and bias correction without incorporating potentially compensating errors in the meteorological data.

This remainder of this section details the various adjustments applied to TMin, TMax, and P, from the most complex (Full-BC) to least complex (Elev) adjustment.

3.1. Full Adjustment With Bias Correction (Full-BC)

The seasonal bias corrections for TMin, TMax, and P closely follow Wood et al. (2002, 2004). Biases were computed from the seasonal averages of observations (aggregated to the CESM2 grid) and CESM2 output, using boreal seasons (December–February; March–May; June–August; and September–November). Precipitation bias was computed as a fraction of the CESM2 values, and temperature biases were computed as a difference, giving the following corrections:

\[
T\text{Min}_{BC} = \text{CESM2}(T\text{Min}) - \left(\text{CESM2}(T\text{Min}) - \text{Obs}(T\text{Min})\right),
\]

\[
T\text{Max}_{BC} = \text{CESM2}(T\text{Max}) - \left(\text{CESM2}(T\text{Max}) - \text{Obs}(T\text{Max})\right),
\]
\[ P_{\text{BC}} = \text{CESM2}(P) \times \left( \frac{\text{Obs}(P)}{\text{CESM2}(P)} \right). \]  

(3)

The fully adjusted and bias-corrected temperatures are derived by applying lapse rates (\( \Gamma \)) to the bias-corrected TMin and TMax to mimic the quasi-adiabatic warming and cooling associated with elevation changes:

\[ \text{TMin}_{\text{Full-BC}} = \text{TMin}_{\text{BC}} - \Gamma \text{TMin} \Delta z, \]

(4)

\[ \text{TMax}_{\text{Full-BC}} = \text{TMax}_{\text{BC}} - \Gamma \text{TMax} \Delta z. \]

(5)

Where \( \Delta z \) represents the 1/16th-degree elevation minus the CESM2 elevation at the gridpoint of interest (in km), and \( \Gamma_{\text{TMax}} \) and \( \Gamma_{\text{TMin}} \) are lapse rates. Derivation of these lapse rates from the Livneh data is described in Section 3.5. On occasion the use of different values for \( \Gamma_{\text{TMin}} \) and \( \Gamma_{\text{TMax}} \) results in \( \text{TMax} \leq \text{TMin} \). In this case, the two downscaled values are swapped.

In addition to \( \Delta z \), the precipitation downscaling incorporates upwind topographical features to capture the enhanced and diminished precipitation on windward and leeward sides of mountains. To support these terms, look-up tables were generated containing the highest and lowest elevation within 100 km and 11.25° of 16 compass points (i.e., N, NNE, NE, ENE, etc.) for every 1/16th-degree gridpoint. The upwind direction is computed from the 700-mb CESM2 winds at the gridpoint of interest and rounded to the nearest of the 16 compass points. The minimum and maximum elevation differences, \( \Delta z_{\text{min,100}} \) and \( \Delta z_{\text{max,100}} \), are calculated from the minimum and maximum elevations within 100 km upwind minus the elevation of the gridpoint under consideration, all using the 1/16th-degree resolution elevation data. Similarly, \( \Delta z_{\text{min,50}} \) is the minimum elevation within 50 km upwind minus the elevation at the gridpoint. A further term, \( \Delta z_{\text{max,50}} \) had little impact on the results (not shown). The general form for the Full-BC precipitation is:

\[ P_{\text{Full-BC}} = \max (0, P_{\text{BC}} \times [1 - a \Delta z_{\text{max,100}} + b \Delta z_{\text{min,100}} - c \Delta z_{\text{min,50}} + d \Delta z]). \]

(6)

3.2. Full Mass-Conserving Downscaling (Full)

The Full (mass-conserving) adjustments for temperature are absolute-value-conserving and use the non-bias-corrected TMin and TMax. The downscaled values are then scaled to keep average TMin and TMax over every CESM2 grid box unchanged. The Full adjustment for precipitation mimics Equation 6, except the non-bias-corrected precipitation from CESM2 is used, and the results are scaled to maintain consistent total precipitation over every CESM2 grid cell. The mass-conserving factor applied to \( P \) in the Full adjustment under westerly winds is shown in Figure 1b to demonstrate the adjustment moves precipitation from lower to higher elevations and from leeward to windward mountain sides.

3.3. Elevation-Only Mass-Conserving Downscaling (Elev)

The Elev adjustment uses the same temperature as the Full adjustment, but includes only the \( d \Delta z \) term in the adjustment to the non-bias-corrected precipitation from CESM2:

\[ P_{\text{Elev}} = \max (0, P \times [1 + d \Delta z]). \]

(7)

Like in the Full adjustment, the resulting precipitation is scaled to maintain consistent total precipitation over every CESM2 grid cell.

3.4. Tuning the Coefficients

Annual averages of bias-corrected variables from CESM2 and observations were compared using linear regressions to derive lapse rates and coefficients for Equations 4–7. After omitting points where observations and CESM2 differed by <0.1 K, comparison of the 1960–2009 mean annual TMin and TMax for each CESM2 grid cell returned coefficients of \( \Gamma_{\text{TMin}} = 6.91 \text{ K km}^{-1} \) and \( \Gamma_{\text{TMax}} = 6.65 \text{ K km}^{-1} \). All 10 ensemble members used for training (1–10) were included in the regression so each 1/16th-degree observation was compared to \( \Delta z \).
and 10 CESM2 values. The statistically derived coefficients are close to the canonical environmental lapse rate of 6.5 K km$^{-1}$, lending confidence to their physical plausibility.

Precipitation coefficients $a = 0.199$, $b = 0.216$, $c = 0.675$, and $d = 0.557$ km$^{-1}$ were obtained using a similar linear regression for $P_{BC}$, omitting points where observations and CESM2 differed by less than 10% of the CESM2 precipitation. $\Delta z$ is constant for every observed grid point, but the other predictands are not since they depend on the 700-mb CESM2 wind direction. For this reason, the annual means of $\Delta z_{\text{max, 100}}$, $\Delta z_{\text{min, 100}}$, and $\Delta z_{\text{min, 50}}$, weighted by $P_{BC}$, were used in the regression. Similar to temperature, the use of 10 ensemble members meant each observational grid point was compared to 10 sets of $P_{BC}$ and predictands.

3.5. VIC Simulations and Comparisons

VIC (Liang et al., 1994) version 5 (Hamman et al., 2018) was forced using TMin, TMax, and P, from (a) the Livneh data set (Livneh); (b) CESM2 output regridded to the observational grid using nearest-neighbor resampling (CESM2-Raw); (c) CESM2 output with the Elev adjustment applied (CESM2-Elev); (d) CESM2 output with the Full adjustment applied (CESM2-Full); and (e) CESM output with the Full-BC technique applied (CESM2-Full-BC). All five simulations used climatological winds (Livneh et al., 2013) averaged for the day of the year. TMin, TMax, P, and windspeeds were disaggregated to 3-hourly estimates using the MetSim software package (Bennett et al., 2020a), using the option to disaggregate precipitation evenly throughout the day. VIC was initialized on 1 January 1960 and 30-year averages are presented for water years 1980–2009 (1 October 1979–30 September 2009). Aside from TMin, TMax, and P forcings, all VIC simulations were configured identically; see Open Research for a sample parameter file.

4. Results

Figure 2a–2e show the mean annual precipitation from 1980 to 2009 for the various P forcings, while Figure 2f–2i show the deviation from Livneh. Similarly, mean annual runoff from the VIC runs are shown in Figure 2i–2n with deviations from Livneh in Figure 2o–2r. The CESM2-Full-BC precipitation and runoff are the most similar to Livneh, demonstrating the potential of the Full adjustment if bias correction can be achieved through other means. While not as close to Livneh as the CESM2-Full-BC output, the CESM2-Full output captures the lows and highs in precipitation and runoff seen in the Livneh panels better than the CESM2-Raw and CESM2-Elev output. This is especially noticeable along the Coastal and Cascade ranges where the distinction between the two ranges and the valleys between becomes more pronounced and similar to Livneh moving from left to right from CESM2-Raw to CESM2-Elev, CESM2-Full, and finally CESM2-Full-BC. A similar pattern of progressively closer matches to Livneh can be seen in the hydrographs for the eight subregions outlined in Figures 1 and 2 (Figure 3).

Mean annual hydrographs are shown in Figure 3 for the outlined regions. These hydrographs have been smoothed using a 7-day moving average to increase legibility of the plots. The runoff centroid timing (CT; e.g., Maurer et al., 2007), defined as the day of the water year where the cumulative annual runoff exceeds 50% of the total annual runoff (surface runoff plus baseflow), is marked with a vertical line. The CT and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the simulated mean daily runoff are used to quantify how well the different hydrographs match Livneh and are listed in Table S1. Both RMSE and CT are computed using the 7-day smoothed data to reduce sensitivity to short-term weather variability.

For most of the watersheds shown in Figure 3, CESM2-Full-BC (red) compares best to Livneh (i.e., smallest RMSE and difference in CT). Despite the bias-corrected TMin, TMax, and P, the CESM2-Full-BC still produces biased runoff in some basins (e.g., Yakima, Tuolumne, Boise, and Pacific Northwest). This is expected since TMin, TMax, and P were bias-corrected for each CESM2 grid cell, and not for the specific 1/16th degree grid-cells simulated. This is one limitation of the generalized method used.

While CESM2-Full-BC generally matches Livneh best, CESM2-Full is also effective at reducing RMSE for 6 out of 8 regions and in bringing CT closer to Livneh in all regions. The two regions where CESM2-Full increased RMSE compared to CESM2-Raw are the Great Basin and Upper Colorado, which are both HUC2 regions with wet biases in the CESM2-Raw precipitation. This suggests that for large areas with pervasive precipitation biases, correction of those biases is a more critical issue than resolving finer scale topographical features.
CESM2-Full and CESM2-Elev give very similar results, though CESM2-Full results in CT's up to 4 days closer to Livneh. From the vertical lines in Figure 3 and Table S1, it is evident that the CT's from CESM2-Full match the Livneh CTs at least as well as those from CESM2-Elev. The RMSE for CESM2-Elev is slightly lower than CESM2-Full in some of the basins, however (e.g., Upper Colorado, Boise, and Animas). This demonstrates the wind-direction-dependent terms in the Full correction improve the prediction of runoff centroid timing, but add little value to the prediction of the overall hydrograph shape beyond that of the elevation-only adjustment.

5. Discussion

5.1. Value for Prediction of Runoff Timing

The main benefit of the Full technique is that the adjusted precipitation and temperature produce runoff CT's closer to those estimated from historical precipitation and temperature, as simulated by VIC, than the raw CESM2 output. The Full technique also slightly improves upon the Elev adjustment. This suggests that Full adjustment could increase the reliability of future projections of CT if coupled with sub-grid-scale hydrological components of GCMs. This would be beneficial for water resource management since timing is important for planning.
the storage and release of reservoirs, especially where reservoir capacity may not be sufficient to store earlier melt-water for later use, as is the case in much of the western US (Barnett et al., 2005).

Compared to other downscaling and bias-correction methods, ours has the advantage of being computationally inexpensive and easily applied to large ensembles of GCM simulations. This is in contrast to dynamical downscaling and regional climate models which may compare better to observations but require much more extensive computing power (e.g., Chan et al., 2012; Mearns et al., 2009; Prein et al., 2013, 2015; Solman et al., 2021). Our method is also less dependent on observations than many statistical downscaling techniques since it is not tuned to individual grid cells (e.g., Gutmann et al., 2022; Maurer & Hidalgo, 2008; Pierce et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2004). For example, Pierce et al. (2023) produced CMIP6 model output downscaled to 6 km over much of North America using localized constructed analogs. The result was a valuable data set for examining North American climate projections, but the downscaling method cannot be applied to data-sparse regions due to the extensive observational data set needed to produce the analogs.

While the coefficients used in all three adjustments were derived using observations and model output from the western US, the method is based in the physics of orographically driven precipitation and quasi-adiabatic temperature changes with altitude. This physical basis, plus the derivation of coefficients using the entire contiguous United States West of the continental divide—rather than a specific watershed or individual grid points—makes it possible to apply the adjustment globally. This generalizability is also supported by the variety of climates represented in the western contiguous United States. According to the Köppen-Geiger system (Peel et al., 2007), these climates range from hot desert to cold climates with no dry season, mainly lacking in tropical and polar climates.

Figure 3. Mean annual cycle of runoff averaged over hydrological regions for water years 1980–2009 for: Livneh (black), CESM2-Raw (blue), CESM2-Elev (orange), CESM2-Full (green), and CESM2-Full-BC (red). Vertical colored lines mark the CT. Table S1 lists the RMSEs and error in CT for each colored hydrograph compared to Livneh.
5.2. Uncertainties and Future Evaluation

There are several sources of uncertainty in the analysis conducted, including the Livneh data set, the VIC model, and the use of a single ensemble member for verification. The Livneh data set is not purely observational, but is a processed data set where point observations were interpolated to a gridded product. This introduces errors and uncertainties regarding the true precipitation and temperature. The disaggregation of daily observations and model output to 3-hourly input for VIC introduces additional uncertainty, especially considering the rate of precipitation can have a large impact on the proportional amount of runoff given the same total precipitation. Use of the VIC model to simulate runoff, along with uncertainties in the parameters (e.g., land use/coverage, soil types) and the lack of river routing also limits the utility of the results to water resource managers. The lack of river routing could also explain why our results differ from those from a recent study in the Mekong River Basin which found that higher resolution precipitation data did not improve hydrological model performance (Kabir et al., 2022). Differences in regional hydrology and geography—especially the proportion of runoff originating from snowmelt—and/or the hydrological model used may also explain this discrepancy, however. Expanded studies including river routing and using multiple ensemble members would help bound the uncertainty in the utility of our method. The utility of our adjustment is also predicated on the ability of GCMs to predict long-term changes and variability on a larger scale demonstrated by previous studies (e.g., Danabasoglu et al., 2020; Hausfather et al., 2020; Phillips et al., 2020; Simpson et al., 2020).

In addition to expanding our analysis to include river routing and additional ensemble members, water resource managers would benefit from an analysis of the impacts of climate change on the frequency of extreme swings between dry and wet years relative to historical experiences (e.g., Morss et al., 2018; Prendergrass et al., 2017; Swain et al., 2018; Tye et al., 2023). An analysis of high and low flows at the daily timescale would also help in establishing the Full adjustment’s value to water resource planning and management in the context of extreme flow hazards.

5.3. Limitations and Possible Refinements

Despite the advantages over more locally tuned statistical methods, caution is warranted in applying our adjustments to other geographic areas since the appropriateness of the coefficients \(a, b, c, d\) in Equation \(6\) would be unknown. It would be advantageous to derive the coefficients for Equations \(4\)–\(7\) using global observations, possibly with different coefficients for different regions. While such observations are not readily available, very-high-resolution model simulations may be sufficient (e.g., Lundquist et al., 2019) to further improve generalizability. Such simulations could also aid in better capturing more localized relationships between topography, wind patterns, and precipitation which are not resolved with the roughly 100-km grid spacing of the 700 mb winds used herein. In its current state, the method could at least be used as one member in an ensemble of downscaling or bias correction methods to bound the uncertainty of climate projections in data-sparse regions.

The Full adjustment brings the hydrographs closer to those resulting from simulations using observations in some smaller (on the order of 100,000 km\(^2\)), snow-dominated basins (e.g., Upper Colorado at Cameo, Animas, Toulomne), as judged from RSME in the mean annual hydrograph. Results from CESM2-Full-BC also suggest that further reduction in RMSE may require correcting large-scale precipitation biases. This is especially true for the Great Basin and Upper Colorado HUC2s where the CESM2 has a large wet bias, particularly in the first half of the water year (Figures 2a, 2b, 3b, and 3c). One possible method to make further improvements to the hydrograph shape while maintaining mass conservation compatibility with GCM coupling would be through conservation of the total-atmosphere water column. This would mean converting atmospheric water vapor to/from precipitation to alter the mass of precipitation, but maintaining the total mass of water. The incorporation of 700-mb wind speed, and more localized fitting to the Full adjustments are also being considered for future testing.

6. Conclusion

We presented a mass-conserving physically based method to downscale precipitation and temperature from CESM2 over mountainous terrain. The Full method uses the CESM2 modeled 700-mb wind direction and sub-grid-scale topographical features to obtain more realistic precipitation and temperature variables. This adjustment was compared to the Elev version which omitted upwind topographical features, and the non-mass-conserving Full-BC version which included a CESM2-grid-scale bias correction.
When VIC was forced using the adjusted variables, the Full-BC adjustment generally compared best to VIC output forced with observations. This bias correction was especially important for the large HUC2 basins of the Upper Colorado and Great Basin where the CSM2 precipitation bias is large and pervasive. The mass-conserving Full method still compared better to VIC output using observations than simulations using the raw CESM2 output or the Elev adjustment. The improvement was most noticeable in the sub-grid-scale variability in runoff over the Coastal and Cascade mountains, and the runoff CT of all basins examined. Additional evaluation of the adjustment on extreme high and low flows and other geographic areas would be beneficial future work.

The Full adjustment presented herein has the potential to improve the utility of GCM output to water resource management. This can be achieved by applying the method outside the GCM using a standalone hydrological model, as in this study. Since the method is mass-conserving, however, future work may allow for a fully coupled version to be integrated into the land components of GCMs. Such an integration would allow other components of the GCM (e.g., the atmospheric component) to benefit from the more accurate representation of surface hydrology.

Data Availability Statement

All data generated for this study (e.g., CESM2 and VIC output) along with a Jupyter notebook to recreate all tables and figures are available in a repository with the https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3728015 with open access (Hamman et al., 2020b).

Version 2.2.1 of MetSim used disaggregate CESM2 output prior to running VIC is preserved with https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3728015 with open access (Bennett et al., 2020b).

Version 5.0.1 of VIC used to compute runoff from precipitation is preserved at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.267178 with open access (Hamman et al., 2017).
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